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Abstract
For the inadequacies of the classical proportional navigation law, the mathematical
model of increment proportional navigation law is established in this paper. According to
the mathematical model comes to attacking targets uniform linear motion trajectory
simulation. The trajectory simulation of classical proportional navigation law and
incremental proportional navigation law about attacking high maneuvering target are
compared. Simulation results show that incremental proportional navigation law can
reduce the meet time, and stabilize the missile desired normal overload beating
phenomenon in the end of the curve, also it can hit the high maneuvering target in the
design requirements, and its performance is superior to classical proportional navigation
law.
Keywords: Increment proportional guidance law; High maneuvering target; Relative
motion equations; Ballistics’ characters

1. Introduction
Proportional guidance law is used extensively in missile guidance and control
system, because guidance trajectory is straight fairly and the advantage of easy to
implement on technology. However, the trajectory of classical proportional
guidance law has obvious shortages. Despite the increase of proportionality
coefficient can reduce meet time, but make the system a reductio n in the ability to
restrain noise and the enlargement of the required normal overload at the same time.
Simultaneously, in the process of depicting the curve of meet time, we can find that
under the request of high accuracy, the edge of curve, where the missile and the
target meets, has the obvious phenomenon that beating acutely. It has bad influence
for reliability of missile’s component, accuracy of missile’s guidance and control
system, and attacking maneuvering target. While choosing additional increm ent
appropriately and introducing it into classical proportional guidance law is able to
solve these problems [1-3].

2. Derivation of Relative Motion Equations
In the three chapter, we introduced classical proportional guidance law, the
guidance relative equation is   Kq , K is proportional coefficient. Increment
proportional guidance law continues to use basic law of classical proportional
guidance law, and use q to proceed guidance and control at the same, but
introduces a constant additional increment  , which transform quondam guidance
relation equation into   Kq   .The relative position of missile and target sill
uses figure 1. Physical meaning of the graph symbols will not mention any longer
here. According to the relationship between the relative motion of the missile and
target and the mathematical model of classical proportional guidance law, we can
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get relative motion equations of missile and target in the condition of additio nal
increment t[4-6].
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is required normal overload of missile.

3. Analysis of Ballistics’ Characters
3.1 Influence of  to Meeting Time t
In the modern air defense combat, it’s no doubt that less time for encounter will
make a defender in a favorable position. Meeting time t describes the speed is fast
or slow when missiles is close to the target, obviously can be represented with the
change of r , the faster the r reduces, the less the meeting time. Processing, 1, 3, 4
types in type (1), we can get

r  VT cos(q   T )  V cos(q   )

(2)

By type (2), in the process of approaching, r  0 , V  VT .We can get ,the
increase of K makes t smaller. For a better analysis of the influence of  to

t .Assuming that V , VT ,  T are constant, in the condition of q is constant. Because of
q  

  Kq  

(3)
So the introduction of  must have influence to r , then influences t . If we can

choose  appropriately to make (q   ) much smaller comparing to classical
proportional guidance, thus V cos(q   ) increases accordingly, r decreases
accordingly, then r decreases. In this condition, if q  0 , we can deduce

  0 .Conversely, if q  0 , thus,   0 [7-8].

3.2 Influence of  to Required Normal Overload

ny

n

Missile’s normal overload y is pointing to that missile requires normal overload
when flies. According to the given ballistic, missile’s required law to overload must
meet the tactical technical requirement from tactical standpoint, missile to target
maneuverability strong, must have a much larger n . From the point of view of
designing and manufacturing, considering the structure of projectile, the normal
work of the instrument and equipment, insisting on n y as small as possible.
y
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Obviously,
of  to

ny

ny

increases with the increase of K .For a better analysis of influence

, assuming V , g , K aren’t change, opposite with classical proportional

n
guidance law. If  q have the same symbol, where easy to know that y becomes
larger correspondingly. If  , q have the same symbol, then

q

ny

becomes smaller. In

n

addition, in the process of meet, becomes smaller continually, y changes stably,
but in the near of missile’s and target’s encounter, if requirement of tracking,

n

controlling and guiding is high, then q changes bigger near zero result in y becomes
beating larger, normal overload acceleration is large, and then it is not conducive to
the missile’s accuracy of tracking and guiding. While choosing  reasonably will
compensate

ny

ny

near point of impact, and then reduce jitter which makes the edge of

’s curve change steadily[9-10].

4. Analysis and Simulation of Increment Proportional Guidance Law
4.1 Simulation of Initial Condition
Assuming that target makes uniform linear motion when flies in vertical plane,
fight speed VT  350 m/s, target makes uniform linear motion when flies, missile’s
speed V  1200 m/s, offensive plane is level. Missile’s offensive requirement in the
twinkling of starting guiding is that the distance of target and origin of the reference

line r0  4300 m, goal line q0  70 , leading angle  0  45 , then choose parameter
appropriately, set up MATLAB simulation on above-mentioned mathematical
model, angle change parameters model, then observe different simulation’s results.
4.2 Simulation and analysis of meeting time
We
set
additional


[0.005,
0,

0.01,

0.02,

0.03,

0.05,

0.1]
increment
, proportionality
K

[2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,10]
coefficient
, and simulate in different case, then acquire the
changing curve of meeting time t in different conditions.
As is depicted in Figure 1, this is curve of meeting time with the change of
proportionality coefficient when additional increment  =0.
We can find clearly from figure 1 that meeting time t has the trend of decrease
obviously with proportionality coefficient K increasing, but the trend becomes

slower gradually with proportionality coefficient K become larger, when K  7 , the
decrease affection of K to t becomes dull gradually. At the same time, considering
that the increase of proportionality coefficient will make required normal overload
larger, therefore, we choose K among 3~6 universally.
Figure 2 researches influence of additional increment to meeting time t when
proportionality coefficient K is constant value, for figure (a) K=4, for figure (b)
K=7. We can find that from the two figures, when additional increment  is
positive value, t increases obviously, when  is opposite value, t decreases with
 decreasing, firstly, while  decreases to a certain value, t will have the trend
which increases gradually with decreasing again, it is mainly resulting
from Vm cos(q m ) decreases when  deceases a lot. It follows that it isn’t so
good for additional increment  which is as small as possible, but choose it whose
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absolute value is small appropriately and generally, thus it will not increase required
normal overload when decrease meeting time t.
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Figure 1. Curve of Meeting Time t with Change of Proportionality Coefficient
K when Additional Increment  =0
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When K=7

Figure 2. Curve of Meeting Time with Change of Proportionality Coefficient
when K is Constant
We can know that from Figure 1 and Figure 2 synthetically, choose additional
increment  appropriately can achieve the desired effect that the decrease of
meeting time t is as same as proportionality coefficient K, thus the introduction of
 can decrease K accordingly in the case of t is smaller a litter, and solve the
problem which the ability of suppressing noise of the large loop decreases and
maximal required normal overload increases because K is larger a litter.
4.3 Simulation and Analysis of Required Normal Overload
In the case of introducing the simulation’s principle of above, we choose
proportionality coefficient K=[4,5,6], for the purpose of decreasing beating of the
edge of required normal overload ‘s curve, and combine with Figure 2, let additional
increment change in the interval [0,-0.04]simulate, simulation graph is depicted as

n

Figure 3, a,b,c represent the curve of y and els meeting time t when K=4,5,6
respectively.
According to a,b,c in Figure 3, we can know that classical proportionality

n
guidance law(  =0),the maximum of required normal overload y increases
obviously with proportionality coefficient K. For discretionary K, the edge of

ny

’s

ny

curve beats bigger, the speed of
changing faster a litter is not conducive to track
targets stably for missile, more conducive to attack maneuvering targets. Choosing a
appropriate value of  can decrease beating of the edge of y ’s curve obviously,
and it will not lead to a larger required normal overload, then give the missile plenty
of motor perform c, considering meeting time t. We can find that choose
 appropriately can not only decrease the phenomenon of beating, but also decrease
meeting time t relative to classical proportional guidance law, they always happen

n

synchronously, it means that the affection of  to t and
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The above analyses the influence of proportional guidance coefficient and
meeting time and required normal overload of missile through the above analysis,
we can know that proportionality coefficient K and additional increment  have

n

great influence meeting time t d required normal overload y .In the case of
proportionality coefficient is K ,choosing additional increment  appropriately can
decrease meeting time t ,and it helps to stabilize the edge of ‘s curve and improve
the shortages of classical proportional guidance law, which has important technical
and tactical significance.

(a) whenK=4

(b) whenK=5
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(c)when K=6

Figure 3. Curve of n y and Meeting Time t when K is Changed with Different
Value

5. Simulation and Design of Attacking Big Maneuvering Target
5.1 Maneuvering Targets
In front of the targets is studied in uniform motion in a straight line of the
classical proportional guidance law and incremental proportional guidance law of
trajectory simulation, and understand classical proportional guidance law and
incremental proportional guidance law preliminary. As a guidance law which is the
most mature and applied widely, classical proportional guidance law is the better
control and guidance law on the premise of the missile’s and the target’s speed is
constant and the target does not have motor performance.
But in practice in order to avoid attacking, the distance features of maneuvering
targets on the enemy’s mobility. Maneuvering target will affect the impact on the
performance of proportional guidance, which results in the increase of missing

distance. Focus, the enemy of the maneuvering targets motion y  f (t ) is difficult
to know in advance. We can only gain maneuvering targets motion through the
methods of observation.
With the fast development of modern advanced technology, targets’ maneuvering
performance is more and more strong, its maximum could reach 60g.It appears weak
on the high accuracy of control and guidance, the safeguard of precision
applications relative to guided weapon of classical proportional guidance law.
In engineering applications, the maneuvering targets can be divided into three
types roughly, the three typical mode of maneuvering targets are:
Maneuvering targets with constant acceleration, for example,

at  ng
The acceleration of maneuvering targets is sine change, for example,

at  ng sin(0.5t )
The acceleration of maneuvering targets is switching change, for example,

at  ng sgn(sin(( t  5) / 5))

Among them, n = 1~10,g = 9.8m / s2
In the design of missile, required overload must satisfy the requirements of the
missile, attacking maneuvering targets, the flying along a missile’s guidance law
requires that overload must be large. But considering the point of view of required
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overload’s requirements of designing and manufacture, we feel like required
overload could be as small as possible on the premise of meeting missile ’s tactical
requirements, because the smaller the required overload, the smaller the supporting
load when missile flights, it is very favorable to play on the normal work of the
instrument, equipment and decrease the guidance error.
5.2 Analysis of Comparison with Simulation
Simulation conditions: assuming that target makes uniform linear motion when
flies in vertical plane, fight speed V  350 m/s, target makes uniform linear motion
when flies, missile’s speed V  1200 m/s, offensive plane is level. Missile’s offensive
requirement in the twinkling of starting guiding is that the distance of targ et and
origin of the reference line r  4300 m ， ,goal line q  70 ,leading
T

0

0


angle  0  45 ,set proportional coefficient K=4,adopt mathematical model of the

first two chapter, change model of parameters and set up simulating, observe
simulation results.
Set the targets’ motion equation as following:
Targets make parabola motion: (a is constant.)

 xT 1  r0 cos q0  VT  t


1
zT 1  r0 sin q0  at 2

2

Targets make helical motion

 xT 2  r0 cos q0  VT cos(t )

 zT 2  r0 sin q0  VT sin(t )
(a) and (b) in Figure 4 are ballistic trajectory comparison chart of increment
proportional guidance law and classical proportional guidance law when additional
increment   0.2 and   0.4 .According to a and b of figure 4, we can know that
when maneuvering targets make parabola motion in the case of parameters is
constant, ballistic trajectory of classical proportional guidance law is fixed, ballistic
trajectory but increment proportional guidance law changes ballistic trajectory under
the accommodation of additional increment, adopt additional increment
appropriately could make ballistic trajectory missile more straight ,decrease
required normal overload of missile sequentially.
(a) and (b) in figure 5 are ballistic trajectory comparison chart of increment
proportional guidance law and classical proportional guidance law when additional

increment   0.12 and   0.2 .According to a and b of figure 5,we can know that
when maneuvering targets make parabola motion in the case of parameters is
constant, ballistic trajectory of classical proportional guidance law is fixed, ballistic
trajectory but increment proportional guidance law changes ballistic trajectory under
the accommodation of additional increment, adopt additional increment
appropriately could make ballistic trajectory missile more straight, in addition, it is
able to decrease changing frequency of ballistic trajectory’s curvature. It means that
additional increment is able to decrease required normal overload of missile, at the
same time, it can decrease changing frequency.
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（b）when

Trajectory
ofclassical
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  0.4 , K=4

Figure 4. Simulation and Comparison when Target Makes Parapola Motion
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6. Conclusions
In the paper, we simulate, compare and analyze the trajectory of classical
proportional guidance law and increment proportional guidance law when missiles
attack big maneuvering targets in the case of basic parameters are not change
through the introduction and analysis of maneuvering targets. The simulation results
show that choosing additional increment  appropriately when missiles attack big
maneuvering targets can not only decrease required normal overload of missile, but
also decrease changing frequency of normal overload, which makes ballistic
trajectory missile more straight it helps to stability of trajectory and control of
missile’s required normal overload, and protect the normal work of the projectile
bodies’ structure and precision instrument effectively, reduce the guidance error,
and is more easy to hit big maneuvering targets. Therefore increment proportional
guidance law has more advantages and reference value relative to classical
proportional guidance law aiming at attacking big maneuvering targets, and it can
meet the design requirements preferably.

Maneuvering
targets

Trajectory
of classical
proportional
guidance

Trajectory
of classical
proportional
guidance

(a) when
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Figure 5. Simulation and Comparison as the Target Makes Helical Motion
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